VersiCLING™

At your next event, transform unused interior surfaces into dynamic short-term branding opportunities with our new VersiCLING™ graphic decals.

Although VersiCLING™ adheres to almost any interior wall and indoor surface, we always recommend pre-testing any surface first.

Imagine your high-impact, temporary messaging on venue walls, elevators, columns, glass, mirrors, trash cans, you name it.

Brand your event. Direct Traffic. Thank your sponsors.

Features:
• Easy to apply to most indoor surfaces
• Special adhesive removes cleanly
• Designed for short-term applications
• Unlimited graphic possibilities
• Graphics can be contour cut to any size or shape
• Maximum print width: 54”

Application Directions:
Wipe any loose dirt or dust from the intended surface as best you can. You’re now ready to apply.

Flip the graphic so the printed surface faces down and the paper release liner is facing you. You next want to expose a strip of the adhesive by folding down and creasing the release liner approximately 1” from the top edge of the printed graphic.

Now, flip the graphic back over and position it over your desired location. Using the squeegee tool provided, press down the exposed 1” adhesive to hold the graphic in place and keep it from shifting. Then, slowly pull back the release liner, exposing more adhesive. Squeegee back and forth as you go, overlapping strokes to avoid trapping air bubbles underneath.

ASK FOR A SAMPLE PACK TO TEST!

Brand your event anywhere imaginable, even elevator doors!

Use VersiCLING™ to direct traffic flow.

Add a VersiCLING™ decal to mirrors and even bathroom partitions.